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Given a set of candidate Datalog rules, the Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problem chooses a subset of

these rules that satisfies a specification (such as an input-output example). Building off prior work using

counterexample-guided inductive synthesis, we present a progression of three solver-based approaches for

solving Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problems. Two of our approaches offer some advantages over

existing approaches, and can be used more generally to solve arbitrary SMT formulas containing Datalog

predicates; the third—an encoding into standard, off-the-shelf answer set programming (ASP)—leads to

significant speedups (∼9× geomean) over the state of the art while synthesizing higher quality programs.

Our progression of solutions explores the space of interactions between SAT/SMT and Datalog, identifying

ASP as a promising tool for working with and reasoning about Datalog. Along the way, we identify Datalog

programs as monotonic SMT theories, which enjoy particularly efficient interactions in SMT; our plugins

for popular SMT solvers make it easy to load an arbitrary Datalog program into the SMT solver as a custom

monotonic theory. Finally, we evaluate our approaches using multiple underlying solvers to provide a more

thorough and nuanced comparison against the current state of the art.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Datalog is a simple—but surprisingly useful—logic programming language. A program consists of a

set of inference rules, and evaluation amounts to running these rules to a fixed point, making all

possible inferences over both the initial data and any derived data. Despite its simplicity (or thanks

to it), Datalog has found use in such domains as program analysis [Bravenboer and Smaragdakis

2009; Reps 1995; Scholz et al. 2016; Whaley and Lam 2004], networking [Loo et al. 2006; Ryzhyk

and Budiu 2019], distributed systems [Alvaro et al. 2010a,b], and access control [Dougherty et al.

2006; Li and Mitchell 2003].

As interest in Datalog has grown, so has interest in Datalog program synthesis, where the task

is to synthesize a Datalog program—i.e., a set of inference rules—that satisfies some specification,
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such as an input-output example. One popular strategy consists of two parts: first, generate a set of

candidate Datalog rules; second, select a subset of these rules that meets the specification. A range

of techniques have been proposed to solve the second part (known as the synthesis-as-rule-selection
problem) including bidirectional search driven by query-by-committee [Si et al. 2018], numerical

relaxation [Si et al. 2019], and counterexample-guided inductive synthesis (CEGIS) [Raghothaman

et al. 2020]. These techniques have led to steady improvements on Datalog synthesis problems

from various domains, including knowledge discovery, program analysis, and relational algebra.

The state-of-the-art solution for this problem is ProSynth [Raghothaman et al. 2020]. It uses

CEGIS [Solar-Lezama et al. 2006], where a SAT solver proposes a selection of rules, and then a

Datalog solver is used to test whether that selection matches the specification. Datalog provenance

is used to add blocking constraints to the SAT solver to guide it to a satisfying selection.

In this paper, we present a progression of tools for solving the synthesis-as-rule-selection problem

that builds off of ProSynth. Each tool explores a different balance between SAT solving and Horn

clause evaluation (Datalog evaluation/finding blocking clauses); each balance affects how effectively

the SAT solver is able to explore the exponentially large space of possible solutions. The ultimate

tool in our progression has substantial speedups (∼9× geomean) over ProSynth, while being able

to produce higher quality rule selections.

MonoSynth. This tool is based on the observation that every Datalog program can be the basis of

a monotonic SMT theory. That is, it is possible to take an arbitrary Datalog program, and construct

a (theoretically) efficient SMT theory from it. From a practical perspective, this tool is a version of

ProSynth that is more tightly integrated into an SMT solver: like ProSynth, it uses a Datalog solver

to test rule selections and Datalog provenance to generate conflicts; unlike ProSynth, it is able to

give the SAT solver incremental feedback and prune bad partial rule selections. Furthermore, it

provides a general way to solve SMT formulas involving Datalog predicates, and is not limited just

to Datalog program synthesis.

LoopSynth. Inspired by answer set programming (ASP) algorithms, this tool takes a radically dif-

ferent approach to integrating SAT solving and Horn clause evaluation. In ProSynth andMonoSynth,

the SAT solver never sees the candidate rules; in this approach, ground (variable-free) versions of

the candidate rules are given to the SAT solver. This provides the SAT solver more information to

guide its search for a satisfying assignment. The Datalog solver is used to confirm that the SAT

model does in fact solve the problem; if not, the tool generates loop formulas that are added to the

SAT solver. Like MonoSynth, LoopSynth can be used to solve SMT formulas involving Datalog

predicates more generally, and it is not limited to just Datalog program synthesis.

ASPSynth. Going a step beyond LoopSynth, this tool encodes Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection

problems directly into ASP. Conceptually, the ASP solvers we use mix Horn clause evaluation

and SAT solving, just like the other tools. However, by tightly integrating the two paradigms in a

unified search procedure, ASP is able to more effectively and efficiently explore the solution space.

We perform a careful evaluation of all four tools on the ProSynth benchmark suite. To account

for performance artifacts introduced by SAT solver internals, we evaluate versions of ProSynth,

LoopSynth, and MonoSynth built on top of both Z3 [Moura and Bjørner 2008] and CVC4 [Barrett

et al. 2011], and ASPSynth built on top of Clingo [Gebser et al. 2011b] and WASP [Alviano et al.

2013]. We ultimately find that MonoSynth and LoopSynth can lead to some improvements over

ProSynth, although the results are inconsistent and depend on the solver. However, ASPSynth-

Clingo is a dominant approach. Its performance comes both from the fact that it is a single, tightly

integrated system from an engineering perspective, and from the fact that this tight integration

allows it to search the solution space while encountering fewer conflicts.
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The key insight behind this success is a shift of perspective: a shift from seeing Datalog as a

standalone (monotonic) logic programming language—a common (and reasonable) view in the

programming language community, where Datalog has garnered much deserved attention in recent

years—to seeing it as just a fragment of a more expressive (nonmonotonic) logic programming

discipline, i.e., ASP. This perspective shift enables a move from SMT solvers—the constraint solving

paradigm of choice in the programming language community—to ASP solvers, highly sophisticated

tools that have received significant attention in the logic programming and artificial intelligence

communities, but little in the programming language community.

1.1 Contributions
• We provide a progression of three new approaches for the Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection

problem, all of which explore different ways of combining SAT solving and Horn clause

evaluation (Sections 4, 5, and 6). Two of our approaches provide a way to talk about Datalog

predicates within SMT with applications beyond synthesis (Sections 4 and 5).

• We perform a thorough evaluation of these tools against ProSynth, the current state of the

art, using multiple backend SAT solvers (Section 7). We demonstrate that the choice of solver

can have a substantial impact on the relative performance of solver-based algorithms.

• We show the effectiveness of ASP for solving a problem of interest to the PL community:

our ASP encoding of Datalog synthesis as rule selection achieves an order of magnitude

(∼9× geometric mean) speedup over ProSynth, the state of the art (Section 7.4). Our work

provides a hands-on overview of ASP techniques for the PL community, covering both

loop-formula-based SAT encodings (Section 5) and direct solving approaches (Section 6).

• We explicate weaknesses in the current framing of the Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection

problem and show how it can be generalized to a form of bounded model checking (Section 8).

2 DATALOG SYNTHESIS AS RULE SELECTION
Section 2.1 gives background on Datalog, Section 2.2 on the Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection

problem. Section 2.3 overviews a baseline approach and our progression of solutions.

2.1 Datalog
A Datalog [Gallaire and Minker 1978; Green et al. 2013] program 𝑃 is a set of inference rules over

predicates 𝑝 on vectors of terms t, where each rule is a Horn clause:

𝑝0 (t0) :- 𝑝1 (t1), . . . , 𝑝𝑛 (tn).

A term 𝑡 is either a constant 𝑐 or a variable 𝑋 (we use boldface c and X to refer to vectors of

constants and variables, respectively). The atom 𝑝0 (t0) is the head of the rule; the remaining atoms

make up the body of the rule. Variables in the head must occur in the body (which is allowed

to be empty). Intuitively, each rule can be read as an implication from right-to-left: universally

quantifying variables, the conjunction of the body atoms imply the head atom.

A Datalog program 𝑃 ’s semantics is defined over a set of input facts, i.e., ground atoms (the

extensional database, or EDB). If we have inputs facts 𝐼 , then 𝑃 (𝐼 ) is defined as the least fixed

point of the rules in 𝑃 given the initial facts in 𝐼 , typically computed using semi-naive evaluation.

The resulting set of facts is the output (the intensional database, or IDB).
1
Viewed as a function

from EDBs to IDBs, 𝑃 is positively monotonic: if 𝐼 ⊆ 𝐽 , then 𝑃 (𝐼 ) ⊆ 𝑃 (𝐽 ). Alternatively, from a

model-theoretic perspective, the meaning of a Datalog program coupled with an EDB is the least

Herbrand model of the EDB and the rules of the program viewed as logical implications.

1
We assume throughout that, for a given program, EDB predicates and IDB predicates are disjoint.
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Datalog evaluation can be efficient, and is amenable to a wide variety of powerful optimiza-

tions (e.g., parallelism, goal-directed search). While not as expressive as general purpose logic

programming (e.g., Prolog), Datalog’s balance of expressivity and performance make it a popular

implementation choice in certain domains, such as static analysis [Bembenek et al. 2020; Bravenboer

and Smaragdakis 2009; Flores-Montoya and Schulte 2020; Grech et al. 2019, 2018; Guarnieri and

Livshits 2009; Jordan et al. 2016; Livshits and Lam 2005; Reps 1995; Scholz et al. 2016; Tsankov et al.

2018; Whaley and Lam 2004].

2.2 Synthesizing Datalog
Datalog program synthesis is the task of synthesizing a set of Datalog rules that satisfies some

specification. We build upon a line of Datalog synthesis work that begins with ALPS [Si et al. 2018],

which developed a methodology for generating a set of candidate Datalog rules from meta-rules.

Given this set, ALPS chooses a subset that has the right behavior on an input-output example. This

task—filtering a set of candidate Datalog rules for a subset that meets a specification—has become

known as synthesis as rule selection. ALPS solves the synthesis-as-rule-selection problem using

a bidirectional search strategy driven by query-by-committee. A line of follow-up work focuses

exclusively on the synthesis-as-rule-selection problem (assuming the candidate rules generated

by ALPS as given), using techniques inspired by numerical relaxation [Si et al. 2019] and, most

recently, counter-example guided inductive synthesis [Raghothaman et al. 2020]. Our algorithms

build on this last approach.

𝐼 = {edge(1, 2), edge(2, 1), edge(2, 3)}
T +
exp = {path(1, 1), path(1, 2), path(1, 3),

path(2, 1), path(2, 2), path(2, 3)}
T −
exp = {path(3, 1), path(3, 2), path(3, 3)}

rule 0 = path(X,Y) :- edge(Y,X).

rule 1 = path(X,Y) :- edge(X,Y).

rule 2 = path(X,Y) :- edge(X,Z), path(Z,Y).

Fig. 1. The synthesis-as-rule-selection problem in-
volves choosing a subset of candidate rules that fits an
input-output example (rules 1 and 2 in this case).

Synthesis as Rule Selection. Given (a) a sam-

ple input along with positive and negative out-

put tuples and (b) a set of candidate rules, the

task is to produce (c) a subset of the candidate

rules that produces all the positive tuples and

none of the negative ones. Formally, let 𝐼 be

the input tuples (the EDB), T +
exp be the set of

positive output tuples (a subset of the IDB), and

T −
exp be the set of negative output tuples. If 𝑃all
is the set of all candidate rules, we must se-

lect rules 𝑃 ⊆ 𝑃all such that T +
exp ⊆ 𝑃 (𝐼 ) and

T −
exp ∩ 𝑃 (𝐼 ) = ∅ (that is, all positive outputs are

present, and no negative ones).

For example, the specification for synthesizing graph transitive closure might include an example

graph 𝐼 defined by edge predicates and sets T +
exp and T −

exp consisting of path predicates; the set 𝑃all
would consist of rules defining path in terms of edge and itself (Figure 1).

2.3 Four Approaches
We present four approaches to the Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problem: the state of the art

along with three of our own. We diagram each approach using the following visual language: SAT

solving is in blue and Datalog evaluation is in orange; dashed arrows indicate one-off interactions,

while solid arrows indicate repeated interactions; components are labeled as standalone executables

(.exe), libraries (.lib), or interpreted Python programs (.py).

We first present ProSynth [Raghothaman et al. 2020], the state of the art. ProSynth connects a

SAT solver and a Datalog solver enriched with why and why-not provenance (Section 3; Figure 2),

making many calls to Datalog and many calls to SAT in a counterexample-guided synthesis (CEGIS)

loop [Solar-Lezama et al. 2006].
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compiled 
Datalog 
program

checking 
logic

.exe

enabled 
facts

blocking 
constraints

ProSynth
.py

input/output example

rule selection

SAT solver

model

provenance

.lib

candidate rules

Fig. 2. ProSynth is the state-of-the-art tool for solving Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problems. Based
on the CEGIS framework, it passes information back and forth between SAT solving and Datalog evaluation
(Section 2.3 defines the visual language).

All three of our approaches reduce the overhead of this CEGIS loop; that is, they reduce the

number of back-and-forth calls to resolve bad guesses made in the synthesis process.

Our first approach, MonoSynth, takes advantage of Datalog’s monotonicity to treat Datalog

predicates as SMT predicates (Section 4; Figure 3). MonoSynth makes a single call to SMT, but

many calls to Datalog evaluation; like ProSynth, it relies on provenance information.

Our remaining two approaches follow ideas from answer set programming (ASP). ASP solvers

typically work in two phases: grounding and solving. Grounding eliminates all variables, yielding

“ground” rules. Grounding is an expensive process, devolving in the worst case to explicit enumer-

ations of all possible combinations of variable substitutions. In practice, grounders use various

strategies to avoid plain enumeration. The solving process in ASP is a form of SAT search extended

with mechanisms for ensuring that the resulting models satisfy logic programming semantics (i.e.,

are consistent with Horn clause resolution).

The first of these two approaches, LoopSynth, is inspired by the notion of loop formulas from
ASSAT [Lin and Zhao 2004] (Section 5; Figure 5). We encode the candidate rules into an ASP

program and use the Gringo grounder [Gebser et al. 2007] to produce ground rules. We then encode

the ground rules and the input-output example into SAT using the Clark completion [Clark 1977],

asserting loop formulas to ensure that we generate a stable model (i.e., a valid solution). Where

MonoSynth calls SMT just once, LoopSynth calls SAT incrementally. MonoSynth potentially calls

Datalog multiple times per CEGIS iteration; LoopSynth grounds the program—which is tantamount

to producing a superset of the IDB, i.e., doing Datalog evaluation—and then calls Datalog once per

CEGIS iteration. LoopSynth does not use any Datalog provenance.

Finally, we encode the problem directly into ASP in the approach we call ASPSynth (Section 6;

Figure 8). This approach is the simplest and the most efficient: there is no back-and-forth, as we

just ship the encoded problem to an off-the-shelf ASP grounder and solver. Moreover, encoding

into ASP makes it easy to specify a cost measure on rules, improving the quality of our solutions.
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3 THE STATE OF THE ART: PROSYNTH
ProSynth is the state-of-the-art tool for solving the Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problem

[Raghothaman et al. 2020]. It implements counterexample-guided inductive synthesis by passing

information back and forth between a SAT solver and a Datalog solver (Figure 2).

ProSynth takes as input a Datalog program consisting of the rules in 𝑃all , except that each rule

has been extended with a new premise rule(𝑛) that identifies it as the 𝑛th rule. If the fact rule(𝑛) is
set in the EDB, then that candidate rule is enabled; if not, it can never fire. Furthermore, each rule

in 𝑃all is associated with a boolean variable in the SAT solver.

The SAT solver produces a guess of which rules to enable (i.e., the ones whose boolean variables

are true in the produced model); the corresponding rule(𝑛) facts are enabled in the Datalog program,

which is run on the example input. By default, ProSynth uses Soufflé’s compiled mode [Jordan et al.

2016] for Datalog evaluation: Datalog programs compile into C++, which must be compiled in turn.

If the output of the Datalog program does not match the specification, ProSynth’s algorithm uses

provenance [Woodruff and Stonebraker 1997] to generate blocking constraints to pass back to the

SAT solver. If an undesirable tuple appears in 𝑃 (𝐼 ), then why provenance [Buneman et al. 2001]

can indicate the rules which led to that tuple—turning off one or more of those rules hopefully

excludes the tuple. (ProSynth uses Soufflé’s provenance [Zhao et al. 2020], which doesn’t generate

multiple paths—so overdetermined tuples may not disappear after turning off the rules [Green et al.

2007].) If a desired tuple is missing from 𝑃 (𝐼 ), then why-not provenance [Herschel et al. 2009; Lee
et al. 2019] can indicate the rules which could have led to that tuple—turning on one of those rules

hopefully generates the tuple. To generate why-not provenance, ProSynth uses a technique inspired

by delta debugging to filter the set of all disabled rules for a smaller subset of rules; unless a rule

in this subset is enabled, some particular desired tuple will not be derived. This process involves

multiple invocations of Soufflé. ProSynth hands these constraints back to the SAT solver, which

then produces a new guess; the process loops until it finds a solution or exhausts the search space.

ProSynth’s implementation expects T +
exp to be exhaustive, i.e., it specifies not merely a subset

of the desired output, but the output itself. Accordingly, they set T −
exp to the complement of T +

exp
automatically. It would not be too difficult to alter their tool to allow for custom T −

exp.

4 TIGHTENING THE LOOP: DATALOG AS A MONOTONIC SMT THEORY
Our first algorithm builds directly upon ProSynth’s approach and directly addresses two potential

limitations stemming from ProSynth’s loose integration of the SAT solver with the Datalog solver.

From an engineering perspective, ProSynth entails the overhead of communication betweenmultiple

OS processes: ProSynth is itself written as a Python script using Z3’s bindings, but calls out to

Datalog programs compiled by Soufflé into separate executables. From an algorithmic perspective,

the Datalog computation does not provide the SAT solver with any incremental feedback when

it is in the process of choosing a rule selection: it generates counterexamples only after the SAT

solver has guessed a complete selection of candidate rules (i.e., the SAT solver has marked every

rule as “in” or “out”), even if the SAT solver made bad decisions early on in the rule selection that

could not possibly lead to a solution.

Our approach addresses these limitations by extending SMT solvers with a theory of Datalog.
2

Following ProSynth, the theory uses Datalog why and why-not provenance to derive precise theory

conflicts. Unlike ProSynth, the SAT solving, Datalog solving, and conflict-generation logic all occur

within a single OS process. Furthermore, because this theory of Datalog is a monotonic SMT theory

(Sections 4.1 and 4.2), the Datalog solver is able to provide counterexamples to the SAT solver based

2
This makes more precise the observation that ProSynth is in some respects DPLL(T) with a theory of least fixed

points [Raghothaman et al. 2020].
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on partial rule selections (i.e., the SAT solver is still undecided about some rules), enabling the SAT

solver to eagerly prune solution-free subtrees of the search space. Our implementation (Section 4.3)

works in Z3 and CVC4 and straightforwardly encodes the synthesis problem (Section 4.4).

4.1 Background: Monotonic Theories
In lazy SMT solving [Nieuwenhuis et al. 2006; Sebastiani 2007]—the basis of two of the most popular

SMT solvers [Barrett et al. 2011; Moura and Bjørner 2008]—the core SAT solver assigns truth values

to theory predicates; if that assignment is not satisfiable from the theory solver’s perspective, it

forces the SAT solver to backtrack and come up with a new assignment. For this integration to

be efficient, the theory solver should provide two operations: theory propagation and conflict

generation. Theory propagation takes a partial assignment to theory atoms and infers theory literals

that must be true given that assignment. Conflict generation takes a partial assignment to theory

atoms that is unsatisfiable (from the theory’s perspective) and produces a clause of assigned atoms

that conflict; the core SAT solver learns this clause’s negation.

For example, say that we have a theory consisting of predicates of the form 𝑥 < 𝑦, where

the intended interpretation of < is integer less-than. If the SAT solver has assigned true to the

atoms 𝑥 < 𝑦 and 𝑦 < 𝑧, the theory solver can propagate the atom 𝑥 < 𝑧. If the SAT solver

had already assigned false to the atom 𝑥 < 𝑧, then the theory solver could generate the conflict

𝑥 < 𝑦∧𝑦 < 𝑧∧¬(𝑥 < 𝑧). The SAT solver could learn its negation, i.e., ¬(𝑥 < 𝑦) ∨¬(𝑦 < 𝑧) ∨𝑥 < 𝑧,

eventually causing search to find a model that respects our intended interpretation of < as less-than.

SMT works best when theories can (1) perform propagation given a small partial assignment,

and (2) return small clauses during conflict generation. Bayless et al. [2015] identify the class of

monotonic theories as satisfying both criteria, given an efficient way to decide concrete instances

of the theory problem. A monotonic theory is a theory where the only sort is boolean, and all

predicates are monotonic in the sense that, for any such predicate 𝑝 , it is the case that

𝑝 (. . . , 𝑏𝑖−1, 0, 𝑏𝑖+1, . . . ) =⇒ 𝑝 (. . . , 𝑏𝑖−1, 1, 𝑏𝑖+1, . . . ).

That is, if a predicate holds when a given bit is turned off, it will continue to hold if that bit is turned

on.
3
An example monotonic theory is finite graph reachability: a predicate 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑎,𝑏 (𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒1, . . . , 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑛)

is true iff there is a path from the node 𝑎 to the node 𝑏, given that edge 𝑖 is included in the graph iff

𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑖 is assigned true. This is intuitively monotonic: when we add an edge to the graph, we do not

invalidate any path that existed before.

If there is an efficient algorithm for deciding concrete instances of problems in the theory, a

monotonic theory will effectively perform theory propagation and conflict generation. Our graph

reachability example fits the bill: given a concrete graph, we can just run standard graph algorithms.

How do monotonic theories perform theory propagation and conflict generation?

Theory propagation. Given a partial assignment𝑀 , let𝑀𝐵 be the partial assignment restricted to

the exposed boolean variables of the theory (e.g., the 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑖 in the graph reachability example). Let

𝑀+
𝐵
be the positive extension of the assignment; i.e., it assigns 1 to any boolean variable unassigned

in 𝑀 . Given a theory predicate 𝑝 , if 𝑀+
𝐵

=⇒ ¬𝑝 (as determined by our decision procedure for

concrete instances), then 𝑀 =⇒ ¬𝑝 , and we can propagate the literal ¬𝑝 . Similarly, using the

negative extension𝑀−
𝐵
, if𝑀−

𝐵
=⇒ 𝑝 , then we can propagate 𝑝 .

3
This is the definition of a positive monotonic predicate; monotonic theories also allow negative monotonic predicates,

which are analogously defined. Furthermore, monotonic theories are allowed boolean-valued function symbols; since the

SMT-LIB standard [Barrett et al. 2016] conflates such functions with predicates, we will just refer to “predicates.”
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Conflict generation. Given a conflict arising from atoms by the over/under-approximation scheme

described above, there is always some theory atom 𝑝 in the conflict such that the assignment to the

exposed boolean variables and the assignment to the atom 𝑝 are together unsatisfiable. In this case,

if𝑀−
𝐵

=⇒ 𝑝 , then the positive atoms in𝑀𝐵 imply 𝑝 (and can justify a conflict involving 𝑝), and if

𝑀+
𝐵

=⇒ ¬𝑝 , then the negative atoms in𝑀𝐵 imply ¬𝑝 (and can justify a conflict involving ¬𝑝).
It is sometimes possible to learn better clauses than these defaults, when the algorithm used to

decide a concrete instance of the problem provides a witness for its decision. For example, the edges

along the path from vertex𝑎 to vertex𝑏 provide a justification for the atom 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑎,𝑏 (𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒1, . . . , 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑛);
since their corresponding 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑖 booleans are necessarily a subset of the enabled SMT booleans,

they constitute a more precise justification for that atom.

Monotonic theories are commonly used for generative purposes. For instance, the monotonic

theory of finite graph reachability has been used to generate graphs (assignments to the 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑖 )

meeting constraints on which vertices can (or cannot) reach each other [Bayless et al. 2015], as well

as for synthesizing packets that are able to reach certain nodes in a virtual cloud network [Backes

et al. 2019]; a monotonic theory of computation tree logic has been used to synthesize systems

described by this logic [Klenze et al. 2016]; and a monotonic theory of 𝑠-𝑡 maximum flow has been

used as part of a solver ensemble for generating virtual data center allocations [Bayless et al. 2020].

4.2 Datalog as a Monotonic Theory
Every Datalog program is a monotonic theory. Given a pure (negation-free) Datalog program and

a set of potential EDB facts, it is possible to construct a monotonic SMT theory consisting of the

output tuples of the Datalog program parameterized by the potential input facts. Consider some

Datalog program with 𝑛 possible extensional facts, enumerated as 𝑥1 through 𝑥𝑛 . Say that 𝑝 (c) is a
possible derived fact. We construct an SMT predicate symbol 𝑝c that has the type Bool𝑛 → Bool.
A predicate of the form 𝑝c (𝑏1, . . . , 𝑏𝑛) will be true in the theory if and only if 𝑝 (c) is derived by the

Datalog program under the set of extensional facts {𝑥𝑖 | 𝑏𝑖 = 1}. Furthermore, the predicate meets

the requirement for a monotonic theory:

𝑝c (. . . , 𝑏𝑖−1, 0, 𝑏𝑖+1, . . . ) =⇒ 𝑝c (. . . , 𝑏𝑖−1, 1, 𝑏𝑖+1, . . . ).

Intuitively, the 𝑏𝑖 allow us to turn on and off extensional facts, and so the monotonicity of the

SMT predicate follows from the monotonicity of the Datalog program, where if we derive 𝑝 (c)
under some set of extensional facts 𝐼 , it will also be derived under any set that includes 𝐼 . Such a

Datalog-based theory fits naturally into the monotonic theory framework:

Theory propagation. Perform the standard over/under-approximation scheme by making two

calls to the Datalog solver. The first call computes the program under the negative extension, i.e.,

computes 𝑃 (𝐼−) where 𝐼− = {𝑥𝑖 | 𝑀−
𝐵
[𝑏𝑖 ] = 1}. If an atom is in 𝑃 (𝐼−), then it is implied by the

positive variables in𝑀−
𝐵
. The second call computes the program under the positive extension, i.e.,

computes 𝑃 (𝐼+) where 𝐼+ = {𝑥𝑖 | 𝑀+
𝐵
[𝑏𝑖 ] = 1}. If an atom is not in 𝑃 (𝐼+), then its negation is

implied by the negative variables in𝑀+
𝐵
.

Conflict generation. Using provenance, we can do better than the default conflict justification

scheme, which returns the positive predicates in𝑀−
𝐵
or the negative predicates in𝑀+

𝐵
.

(1) If a theory atom 𝑝c (𝑏1, . . . , 𝑏𝑛) holds, the fact 𝑝 (c) must be present in 𝑃 (𝐼−); extract its
provenance. Let 𝐷 be the set of input facts appearing in a derivation of 𝑝 (c). As a justification
for 𝑝c (𝑏1, . . . , 𝑏𝑛), return the set {𝑏𝑖 | 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝐷}, a subset of the positive variables in𝑀−

𝐵
.

(2) If a theory atom ¬𝑝c (𝑏1, . . . , 𝑏𝑛) holds, the fact 𝑝 (c) must not be present in 𝑃 (𝐼+). Use
ProSynth’s delta debugging technique to find a subset 𝐷 of the facts in the set 𝐼 − 𝐼+, one of
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which must be enabled for 𝑝 (c) to be derived. Return the set {𝑏𝑖 | 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝐷} as a justification
for ¬𝑝c (𝑏1, . . . , 𝑏𝑛); this will be a subset of the negative variables in𝑀+

𝐵
.

The ability to take an arbitrary Datalog program (equipped with a set of possible input facts)

and turn it into a monotonic SMT theory has several potential uses outside Datalog synthesis. First,

it provides a lightweight and declarative way to prototype monotonic theories that can be phrased

as Datalog programs: just write the Datalog program, and then rely on our framework to perform

theoretically efficient propagation and conflict generation. For example, the monotonic theory of

finite graph reachability can be written as a three-rule Datalog program. While this implementation

is certainly less efficient than a handwritten SMT theory, it requires much less investment than

writing a full-fledged theory or custom propagator.

Second, our framework provides a way to solve SMT formulas that refer to Datalog predicates.

Given that synthesis is the primary use of monotonic theories, we suspect that Datalog-based

monotonic theories could be used in synthesis problems where part of the problem is phrased in

Datalog and part is phrased in other SMT theories, as in the following example:

Example 4.1. Consider the task of finding whether there is a sequence of API calls that induces a

system to reach a bad state, such as sensitive information being leaked on a public channel. This is

in general a tough task, as there is an infinite number of possible sequences. We can test random

sequences, but this is unlikely to find an interesting one; on the other hand, a more comprehensive

testing strategy like symbolic execution is unlikely to scale, as there is an explosion of possible

paths whenever the executor chooses which API call to make next. In contrast, our approach will

combine the SMT theory of sequences (supported by Z3 and CVC4) and a Datalog-based monotonic

theory to synthesize potentially interesting sequences of API calls that can then be checked using a

more precise technique (like symbolic execution).

As the backend for our monotonic theory, we will use a Datalog-based analysis that computes

an over-approximation of whether a sequence of API calls can lead to private information reaching

a public sink (perhaps an extension of the taint analysis for Java of Livshits and Lam [2005]). This

analysis is parameterized by the allowed orders of API calls; in particular, it takes as input facts

of the form start(𝑓 ) (indicating that 𝑓 can be the first API call in the sequence) and next(𝑓 , 𝑔)
(indicating that a call to 𝑓 can be immediately followed by a call to 𝑔). As output, the analysis

produces a fact error if the desired safety property might be violated given the allowed orders of

API calls. Our monotonic SMT theory exposes these facts as SMT-level booleans.

By constructing SMT assertions that connect the Datalog facts to constraints from the SMT

theory of sequences, we are able to synthesize interesting API call sequences: sequences that our

Datalog analysis tells us might lead to an error condition, and which also meet any additional

constraints we put on them using the theory of sequences (such as matching a regular expression).

From the theory of sequences, we use the predicates seq.prefixof (𝑝𝑟𝑒, 𝑠) and seq.contains(𝑠, 𝑠𝑢𝑏).
Let s be an SMT variable that will be instantiated with our sequence of calls. For each API method

𝑓 , we assert that the fact start(𝑓 ) holds iff seq.prefixof (“𝑓 ”, s) holds. For each pair of API methods

𝑓 and 𝑔, we assert that the fact next(𝑓 , 𝑔) holds iff seq.contains(s, “𝑓 𝑔”) holds. Finally, we assert
that the derived fact error holds. If this set of assertions is unsatisfiable, we know that there is no

sequence of API calls that can lead to the safety property being violated. If it is satisfiable, we can

extract a model of s and test that sequence of calls. Furthermore, we can use additional operators

from the theory of sequences to guide our search. For example, to force the sequence to be of length

𝑘 , we can assert seq.len(s) = 𝑘 ; to restrict it so that 𝑓 cannot appear after 𝑔 in the sequence, we

can use regular expressions (supported by Z3) and assert ¬seq.in.re(s, “.∗ 𝑔 .∗ 𝑓 .∗ ”).
We believe that these types of SMT assertions referring to Datalog predicates could in principle

be encoded as programs written in Formulog [Bembenek et al. 2020], a variant of Datalog with
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Fig. 3. MonoSynth uses a monotonic SMT theory of Datalog to solve the Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection
problem. The theory uses Datalog to generate conflicts on partial assignments proposed by the SAT core
(Section 2.3 defines the visual language).

mechanisms for representing and reasoning about SMT formulas. However, this approach is unlikely

to work well in practice (in fact, our Formulog encoding of synthesis as rule selection fails to scale

to any but the smallest ProSynth benchmarks). First, Formulog performs an exhaustive, saturation-

based derivation process, instead of the guided search provided by SMT. Second, incremental SMT

solving allows us to incrementally add new assertions (such as refinements to our desired solution)

without restarting from scratch, whereas Formulog does not support incremental computation.

Like Formulog, constrained Horn clause (CHC) solving provides a way to solve a mix of Horn

clauses and SMT formulas [Bjørner et al. 2015; Grebenshchikov et al. 2012; Gurfinkel et al. 2015;

Hoder and Bjørner 2012]. However, CHC solvers are typically more limited in the range of theories

they support and—a more fundamental problem—they find general SMT models, while we need to

interpret the Horn clauses under a least model semantics to be consistent with Datalog.

4.3 Our Implementation
We have implemented two versions of this approach, one built as a custom theory in an extended

version of CVC4, and one built as a user propagator on top of Z3. Both versions have essentially

the same API, and very similar implementations. They expose an encoder class that is constructed

with respect to a particular solver instance and a reference to a Soufflé program (which can be

dynamically linked as a library).
4
The user passes a (ground) Soufflé tuple to the encoder; the

encoder returns an SMT variable of boolean sort corresponding to that tuple. The user can assert

arbitrary SMT formulas containing those boolean variables; the backend of the encoder makes sure

that any models computed by the SAT core are acceptable under Datalog semantics, following the

monotonic theory approach described in the previous section. The encoder uses Datalog why and

why-not provenance to generate conflict justifications. Our implementation of the delta-debugging

technique proposed by Raghothaman et al. [2020] follows the algorithm as implemented in ProSynth,

which differs somewhat from the algorithm presented in the paper, making fewer Datalog calls but

returning less precise why-not provenance.

4
In a preliminary version, we tried using the incremental Datalog solver Differential Datalog [Ryzhyk and Budiu 2019]

instead of Soufflé, in an attempt to take advantage of the fact that we make many very similar Datalog calls. On the problems

we tried, the overhead of incremental computation, coupled with the lack of support for provenance, seemed to outweigh

the potential benefit of Differential Datalog; however, using incremental Datalog evaluation is worth further exploration.
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Our implementation uses several heuristics. First, it uses a primitive truth maintenance sys-

tem [Doyle 1979; McAllester 1990] to cache justifications for theory atoms propagated under the

positive and negative extensions of each partial assignment. Second, given a partial assignment,

there might be multiple conflicts to report. The ProSynth implementation reports up to 30 why

conflicts and one why-not conflict per specified output relation. The Z3 propagator API permits

only a single conflict per partial assignment; for the sake of consistency, we use the same strategy

in both our Z3 and CVC4 versions. In general, we try to avoid Datalog evaluation and return

small conflicts. Finally, an important heuristic is how eagerly we try to discover conflicts. It is not

necessary to check for conflicts on every partial assignment; instead, our implementations buffer

assignments to the boolean parameters until a threshold has been met (discussed in Section 7).

4.4 Encoding Synthesis
We have built a tool, MonoSynth, that uses the theory of Datalog to solve Datalog synthesis as rule

selection problems (Figure 3). Given a synthesis problem, it pulls in a Soufflé program of candidate

rules (as described in Section 3) programmatically as a shared library and loads the example input

into it. Using the theory interface, it encodes and asserts the desired and undesired output tuples as

SMT terms. It also encodes the rule(𝑛) tuples, leaving them unconstrained. Finally, it invokes the

SMT solver to check for satisfiability and construct a model; MonoSynth outputs the rule selection

corresponding to the rule(𝑛) tuples whose SMT equivalents are true in the model.

4.4.1 Proof of Correctness. Let P = (𝐼 ,T +
exp,T −

exp, 𝑃all) be a rule selection problem. Let R : 𝑃all → N
be an injective function numbering the candidate rules. Let 𝑃R,𝐼 be 𝑃all rewritten so that (a) each

rule 𝑟 ∈ 𝑃all includes a numbering premise rule(R(𝑟 )) and (b) each atom in 𝐼 is included as a

bodiless rule.

Lemma 4.2. If 𝑅 ⊆ {𝑛 | ∃𝑟 ∈ 𝑃all, R(𝑟 ) = 𝑛} and 𝐼𝑅 = {rule(𝑛) | 𝑛 ∈ 𝑅} such that T +
exp ⊆

𝑃R,𝐼 (𝐼𝑅) ∧ T −
exp ∩ 𝑃R,𝐼 (𝐼𝑅) = ∅, then, 𝑃𝑅 = R−1 (𝑅) solves P.

Proof. First, 𝑃𝑅 ⊆ 𝑃all . Second, 𝑃𝑅 (𝐼 ) = 𝑃R,𝐼 (𝐼𝑅) − 𝐼 , giving T +
exp ⊆ 𝑃𝑅 (𝐼 ) ∧ T −

exp ∩ 𝑃𝑅 (𝐼 ) = ∅. □

Theorem 4.3. Let𝑀 be an SMT model of the MonoSynth encoding of the problem P and 𝐸 be the
mapping from Datalog facts to SMT booleans. Let 𝑅 = {𝑛 | 𝐸 (rule(𝑛)) ∈ 𝑀}; then R−1 (𝑅) solves P.

Proof. Our encoding uses the theory corresponding to the program 𝑃R,𝐼 , where 𝐸 (rule(𝑖)) = 𝑏𝑖
for each relevant rule(𝑖) and 𝐸 (𝑝 (c)) = 𝑝c (b𝑖 ) for each expected or unexpected tuple 𝑝 (c). Since𝑀
is a model of the SMT assertions MonoSynth makes, under the theory for program 𝑃R,𝐼 , it must be

the case that T +
exp ⊆ 𝑃R,𝐼 (𝐼𝑅) ∧ T −

exp ∩ 𝑃R,𝐼 (𝐼𝑅) = ∅ for 𝐼𝑅 = {rule(𝑛) | 𝑛 ∈ 𝑅}; by Lemma 4.2. □

4.4.2 Comparison to Previous Approaches. MonoSynth differs from ProSynth in several key ways.

First, all computation happens within a single OS process. ProSynth uses a Python process for its

logic and for the SAT solver; each Datalog call gets its own process. Second, MonoSynth takes

advantage of Datalog’s monotonicity, proactively reporting conflicts on partial candidate rule

selections. ProSynth only discovers conflicts once the SAT solver produces a full rule selection.

Reporting conflicts on partial selections is a potential boon in itself, but it also makes it cheaper for

MonoSynth to generate why-not conflicts using ProSynth’s delta-debugging technique. ProSynth

must filter the set of all rules excluded from a full rule selection, but MonoSynth need only filter

from the rules negatively assigned in the current partial assignment. Relatedly, the ProSynth

implementation reports multiple conflicts at a time; MonoSynth reports a single conflict per partial

assignment, as noted in Section 4.3.

MonoSynth generally achieves good speedups over ProSynth (Section 7). MonoSynth-Z3 achieves

about a ∼ 2× speedup on average over ProSynth-Z3 (min/median/geometric mean (geomean)/
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Table 1. Under the stable model semantics, an ASP program has zero, one, or more solutions (answer sets).

Example ASP program Answer sets Intuition

p :- p. ∅ p cannot be used to justify itself

p :- not q. {p} because q is not justified, p is

p :- not q. q :- not p. {p}, {q} either p or q is justified (but not simultaneously)

p :- not p. none any solution would be inconsistent

max: 0.03×/2.07×/1.83×/21.94×), and MonoSynth-CVC4 achieves close to an order-of-magnitude

speedup on average over ProSynth-CVC4 (0.74×/9.08×/9.06×/103.30×).

5 ABANDONING MONOTONICITY: BORROWING IDEAS FROM SAT-BACKED ASP
MonoSynth takes advantage of Datalog’s monotonicity to solve SMT formulas containing Data-

log predicates. In this section, we instead take advantage of Datalog’s embedding in answer set

programming (ASP), a nonmonotonic programming paradigm (Section 5.1). Adapting an existing

algorithm for ASP, we show how to use an off-the-shelf SAT solver to solve SAT formulas containing

Datalog predicates (Section 5.2); we apply our solver to synthesis problems (Section 5.3).

5.1 Background: SAT-Backed ASP Solving
Answer set programming (ASP) is a logic programming discipline that solves certain classes of

search problems [Brewka et al. 2011; Gelfond and Lifschitz 1988]. ASP sits between Datalog and

Prolog in expressivity: ASP programs always terminate (unlike Prolog) but solve NP-hard problems

(unlike Datalog, which is PTIME [Papadimitriou 1985; Vardi 1982]).

Although modern ASP systems support a rich language of additional features, at its simplest,

ASP is syntactically Datalog with the addition of negation-as-failure body literals in the form

not 𝑝 (t). The addition of negation causes semantic difficulties (a least Herbrand model is no longer

guaranteed), and multiple solutions have been devised, such as stratified negation [Apt et al. 1988;

Przymusinski 1988; Van Gelder 1989], the well-founded semantics [Van Gelder et al. 1991], and the

stable model semantics [Gelfond and Lifschitz 1988], which is the foundation of ASP.

Under the stable model semantics, an ASP problem has zero, one, or more solutions, which are

sets of ground atoms known as answer sets. An answer set is a restricted model: every atom true in

the model must be justified, and that justification must not assume the atom itself (Table 1).

To determine if a set of ground atoms 𝑆 is an answer set of a program 𝑃 :

(1) Generate the ground program 𝑃𝐺 ; this contains the ground version of all the rules in 𝑃 , i.e.,

versions of the rules where all variables have been replaced following all possible substitutions

mapping variables to constants. This program is guaranteed to be finite assuming a finite

universe of constants.

(2) Compute 𝑃𝐺
𝑆
, the Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation of 𝑃𝐺 with respect to 𝑆 . This is a revision

of the ground program with respect to two rules: (a) Discard any ground rule containing a

body literal not𝑝 (c) for some fact 𝑝 (c) ∈ 𝑆 ; and (b) remove all negated body literals from all

rules that are not discarded—any such negated literal must be not 𝑝 (c) for some 𝑝 (c) ∉ 𝑆 .

(3) See if 𝑆 matches the least model of 𝑃𝐺
𝑆
. Note that 𝑃𝐺

𝑆
is negation-free, so it is guaranteed to

have a least model that can be computed as 𝑃𝐺
𝑆
(∅) (recall that 𝑃𝐺

𝑆
is a function from EDBs to

IDBs; Section 2.1). The set 𝑆 is an answer set if it matches this least model—i.e., a fact 𝑝 (c) is
in 𝑆 iff it is true in the least model of 𝑃𝐺

𝑆
.
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p(Y) :- r(X, Y), not q(Y). q(Y) :- r(X, Y), not p(Y). r(a, b).

(a) An example ASP program, 𝑃 .

p(a) :- r(a, a), not q(a).

q(a) :- r(a, a), not p(a).

p(a) :- r(b, a), not q(a).

q(a) :- r(b, a), not p(a).

p(b) :- r(a, b), not q(b).

q(b) :- r(a, b), not p(b).

p(b) :- r(b, b), not q(b).

q(b) :- r(b, b), not p(b).

r(a, b).

(b) 𝑃 grounded into 𝑃𝐺 .

p(a) :- r(a, a).

q(a) :- r(a, a).

p(a) :- r(b, a).

q(a) :- r(b, a).

p(b) :- r(a, b).

p(b) :- r(b, b).

r(a, b).

(c) The Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation 𝑃𝐺
𝑆
of 𝑃𝐺

with respect to the set 𝑆 = {p(b), r(a, b)}.

Fig. 4. Solving an ASP program.

Datalog fits within ASP: every Datalog program, partnered with an EDB, can be interpreted as an

ASP program that has a single answer set (corresponding to the union of the EDB and IDB).

Example 5.1. Consider the ASP program 𝑃 (Figure 4(a)). Because there are two constants (a and b)

and two variables (X and Y) there are four possible substitutions. Our ground program 𝑃𝐺 contains

them all (Figure 4(b)). If we choose 𝑆 = {p(b), r(a, b)} for the Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation

(Figure 4(c)), then the least model of 𝑃𝐺
𝑆
is the set {p(b), r(a, b)}. Since 𝑆 = 𝑃𝐺

𝑆
(∅), the set 𝑆 is an

answer set of 𝑃 . The only other answer set of 𝑃 is the set {q(b), r(a, b)}.

ASP solving typically happens in two stages: first, the input ASP program is ground using a

dedicated “grounder” (Section 5.1.1); second, a stable model for the ground program is found using

SAT-inspired techniques. Here we adapt the ASSAT algorithm [Lin and Zhao 2004] for computing

answer sets using an off-the-shelf SAT solver (Section 5.1.2); we discuss alternatives in Section 6.

5.1.1 Grounding. The first step of most ASP solving procedures is to ground the source program.

We need not produce the exact ground program, but rather one that is equivalent under the

stable model semantics. Modern grounders [Calimeri et al. 2017; Gebser et al. 2011a] use semi-

naive evaluation to perform partial evaluation, producing smaller ground programs. For example,

Gringo [Gebser et al. 2011a, 2007] produces this simpler ground program on Example 5.1:

p(b) :- not q(b). q(b) :- not p(b). r(a, b).

Despite optimizations, grounding can be the major bottleneck for solving some ASP problems. It

is worth noting that grounding takes a program in first-order logic and produces a program in

propositional logic, since each ground atom 𝑝 (c) can be treated as a propositional variable.

5.1.2 ASSAT. The ASSAT algorithm [Lin and Zhao 2004] computes answer sets for ground pro-

grams using off-the-shelf SAT solving. Because the programs are ground, in what follows we will

treat all atoms 𝑝, 𝑞 as being propositional. Given a rule 𝑟 in the form 𝑝 :- 𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞𝑛 , let ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 (𝑟 ) be
𝑝 and 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 (𝑟 ) be either the set {𝑞1, . . . , 𝑞𝑛} or the conjunction

∧
𝑖 𝑞𝑖 , depending on context.

The first step of ASSAT is to construct the Clark completion [Clark 1977] of the ground program,

encoding the atoms of the ground program in propositional logic: for each ground atom 𝑝 in the

ground program 𝑃𝐺 , construct the equation 𝑝 ≡ ∨{𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 (𝑟 ) | 𝑟 ∈ 𝑃𝐺 , ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 (𝑟 ) = 𝑝}. The Clark
completion of 𝑃𝐺 is the set of all such equations derived from 𝑃𝐺 .
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ASSAT asserts the Clark completion to a SAT solver. If the SAT solver finds a model, it remains

to be seen that the model is a stable model. Not every model of the Clark completion is an answer

set: positive cyclic dependencies in the completion allow the SAT solver to use a conclusion as an

assumption in its own derivation. For example, the program p :- p. has the Clark completion

{p ≡ p}. A possible SAT model is {p}; however, this is not an answer set. Given a SAT model𝑀 ,

ASSAT computes the least model of 𝑃𝐺
𝑀
, the Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation of the ground input

program with respect to𝑀 . If this matches𝑀 , then𝑀 is an answer set. If not, ASSAT asserts new

formulas to rule out this model (such as ¬𝑝 , in our example). ASSAT re-invokes the SAT solver,

iterating until (a) the SAT solver’s model is an answer set or (b) SAT fails to find a model at all.

What sort of assertions does ASSAT make to rule out non-stable models? Given a SAT model𝑀 ,

ASSAT finds the atoms in𝑀 that are not in the least model of the Gelfond-Lifschitz transformation

𝑃𝐺
𝑀
. It constructs a positive dependence graph for these atoms, where vertices are labeled with the

ground atoms and there is an edge from atom 𝑝 to atom 𝑞 if there is a rule in 𝑃𝐺 with 𝑝 in the head

and 𝑞 in the body. For each strongly connected component in this graph, ASSAT asserts a loop
formula. To create a loop formula for a loop 𝐿, ASSAT first generates the set of rules 𝑅− (𝐿):

𝑅− (𝐿) = {𝑟 | 𝑟 ∈ 𝑃𝐺 , ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑 (𝑟 ) ∈ 𝐿, ¬(∃𝑞.𝑞 ∈ 𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 (𝑟 ) ∧ 𝑞 ∈ 𝐿)}
The set of rules 𝑅− (𝐿) are those rules that (a) can derive the atoms in the loop and (b) have no body

atoms in the loop. That is: the rules in 𝑅− (𝐿) are an external justification for the atoms in the loop.

The loop formula for a loop 𝐿, written 𝐿𝐹 (𝐿), is then:

𝐿𝐹 (𝐿) =
[
¬
∨

{𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦 (𝑟 ) | 𝑟 ∈ 𝑅− (𝐿)}
]
=⇒

∧
𝑝∈𝐿

¬𝑝

Asserting 𝐿𝐹 (𝐿) forces the SAT solver to “turn off” the atoms in the loop, unless it “turns on” the

body of a rule in 𝑅− (𝐿).

Example 5.2. Say we have a ground program 𝑃𝐺 with the rules {p :- p., p :- q.}. The Clark

completion is the set {p ≡ p ∨ q, q ≡ 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒} (the last equivalence is included because no rule has q
at the head). Say that the SAT solver returns the model𝑀 = {p}. This is not an answer set of 𝑃𝐺 ,

since p ∈ 𝑀 but p ∉ 𝑃𝐺
𝑀
(∅). The violating loop 𝐿 consists just of p, and so 𝑅− (𝐿) = {p :- q.}. Thus,

the loop formula 𝐿𝐹 (𝐿) is ¬𝑞 =⇒ ¬𝑝 .

Some programs, known as tight programs [Fages 1994], have no cycles in their positive depen-

dence graphs. For these programs, the SAT model of the Clark completion corresponds to an answer

set. Non-tight programs may need exponentially many loop formulas (often fewer in practice).

5.2 Our Implementation
ASSAT is an algorithm for solving ASP problems. Our tool adapts it to solve SAT/SMT formulas

containing Datalog predicates (and, more generally, ASP predicates). We implemented two versions

in Python, one using Z3’s bindings, one using CVC4’s. Both versions expose an interface for an

“encoder” that wraps around an SMT solver instance, and is constructed with respect to a Datalog

program and a set of possible input tuples. The encoder uses the grounder Gringo [Gebser et al.

2011a, 2007] to ground the program; it encodes rules directly, while encoding each possible input

tuple 𝑝 (c) as an ASP choice rule {𝑝 (c)}. The choice rule is shorthand for the rules 𝑝 (c) :- not𝑞.
and 𝑞 :- not 𝑝 (c)., where 𝑞—an atom not occurring elsewhere in the program—represents the

choice to omit 𝑝 (c) from the answer set.

From the ground program generated by Gringo, our tool constructs the Clark completion and

asserts it to the SAT solver. Clients can then pass a Datalog fact to the encoder and get out a

boolean SAT variable corresponding to that fact, which can be used in arbitrary SAT formulas. The
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encoder exposes a method for checking satisfiability of the underlying solver state (modulo stable

model semantics); it does this following the ASSAT algorithm of iteratively generating a model

with the SAT solver, checking it with a Datalog solver, and then adding loop formulas if necessary.

Datalog 
interpreter

checking 
logic

.exe
cand. rules, 

enabled facts

loop formulas

LoopSynth
.py

input/output example, 
candidate rules

rule selection

SAT solver

model

least model

.lib

grounder

.exe

encoding 
logic

Clark completion 
of ground rules 
and I/O example

Example input, 
cand. rules

ground ASP 
program

ASP 
program

Fig. 5. LoopSynth uses the ASSAT algorithm to solve Datalog
synthesis-as-rule-selection problems. The candidate rules are
passed to a grounder, a SAT solver finds models of the Clark
completion of the ground rules, and a Datalog interpreter is
used to find loop formulas to refine the SAT solver’s search
(Section 2.3 defines the visual language).

Out of convenience, our implementation

uses Gringo as a Datalog solver here; it

could just as well use Soufflé. It reports

just a single loop formula: the one for the

smallest SCC in the positive dependence

graph of ground atoms in the SAT model

but excluded from the least model.

5.3 Encoding Synthesis
Our tool LoopSynth uses the system de-

scribed above to solve Datalog synthesis-

as-rule-selection problems (Figure 5).

Given a benchmark problem, it parses the

Souffle program (containing the candidate

rules) into an AST representation, aug-

ments it with the example inputs, and

then passes it to the ASSAT-based en-

coder, along with the set of rule tuples.

It then uses the encoder to encode each

desired and undesired tuple from the prob-

lem specification, asserting each returned

boolean SAT variable (or its negation) appropriately. The encoder is then queried for a model; a

rule is considered to be selected if its corresponding SAT variable is true in the model.

5.3.1 Proof of Correctness. Let P, R, and 𝑃R,𝐼 be as defined in Section 4.4.1.

Theorem 5.3. Let 𝑀 be a SAT model of the LoopSynth encoding of the problem P and 𝐸 be the
mapping from Datalog facts to SAT booleans. Let 𝑅 = {𝑛 | 𝐸 (rule(𝑛)) ∈ 𝑀}. Then R−1 (𝑅) solves P.

Proof. ASSAT [Lin and Zhao 2004] guarantees that𝑀 is an answer set 𝑆 of the ASP program

consisting of the rules in 𝑃R,𝐼 and the choice rules {rule(𝑛)}. for 𝑛 ∈ {𝑛 | ∃𝑟 ∈ 𝑃all, R(𝑟 ) = 𝑛}.
From this, we have rule(𝑛) ∈ 𝑆 ⇐⇒ 𝐸 (rule(𝑛)) ∈ 𝑀 ⇐⇒ 𝑛 ∈ 𝑅. Let 𝐼𝑅 = {rule(𝑛) | 𝑛 ∈ 𝑅}.
It must be that 𝑃R,𝐼 (𝐼𝑅) = {𝑝 (c) | 𝑝 (c) ∈ 𝑆 and 𝑝 is an IDB predicate of 𝑃R,𝐼 }. LoopSynth’s SAT
assertions guarantee that T +

exp ⊆ 𝑆 and T −
exp ∩ 𝑆 = ∅. Thus, T +

exp ⊆ 𝑃R,𝐼 (𝐼𝑅) ∧ T −
exp ∩ 𝑃R,𝐼 (𝐼𝑅) = ∅; the

rest follows by Lemma 4.2. □

5.3.2 Comparison to Previous Approaches. LoopSynth’s approach differs from the previous ap-

proaches in a few ways. First, the SAT solver actually sees the candidate rules, as they are encoded

as part of the Clark completion asserted to the solver. Second, it calls Datalog less frequently: only

once per SAT call. In ProSynth or MonoSynth, a single SAT assignment might result in multiple

Datalog calls to generate provenance for conflict construction. Unlike MonoSynth, LoopSynth is

not incremental, in that the SAT solver guesses a full rule selection before getting feedback.

LoopSynth has mixed performance results on the benchmark suite (Section 7). The CVC4 version

achieves solid speedups over ProSynth-CVC4 (min/median/geomean/max: 0.00×/6.61×/3.14×/
83.87×) but lags behind MonoSynth-CVC4 (0.00×/0.34×/0.35×/13.81×); it has the fastest average
time out of all the CVC4-backed tools on 11/40 benchmarks. However, LoopSynth-Z3 struggles
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compared to both ProSynth-Z3 (0.00× /0.19× /0.24× /25.67×) and MonoSynth-Z3 (0.00× /0.10× /
0.13×/7.71×). Even so, there are benchmarks for which it is faster on average than either tool.

6 NAMING THAT TUNE IN JUST ONE NOTE: A DIRECT ENCODING IN ASP
Existing approaches have always made more than one call to at least one system: ProSynth makes

many calls to Soufflé and SMT (Section 3); the monotonic theory approach makes just one call

to SMT, but many calls to Soufflé (Section 4); borrowing ideas from SAT-backed ASP yields an

approach that makes far fewer calls to Datalog but still multiple calls to SAT (Section 5). If we can

encode our problem directly in ASP, we can solve it all in just one go: a single call to grounding (cf.

Datalog evaluation) and a single call to an ASP solver.

6.1 Encoding Synthesis

:- 𝑝+ (X), not 𝑝 (X).
(a) (C

+
) includes positive examples.

:- 𝑝− (X), 𝑝 (X).
(b) (C

−
) excludes negative examples.

{rule(𝑛)}.
(c) Choice rules select candidate rules.

Fig. 6. Encoding Datalog synthesis in ASP.

edge(1,2). edge(2,1). edge(2,3).

path+(1,1). path+(1,2). path+(1,3).
path+(2,1). path+(2,2). path+(2,3).
path−(3,1). path−(3,2). path−(3,3).
:- path+(X,Y), not path(X,Y).

:- path−(X,Y), path(X,Y).

path(X,Y) :- edge(Y,X), rule(0).

path(X,Y) :- edge(X,Y), rule(1).

path(X,Y) :- edge(X,Z), path(Z,Y),

rule(2).

{rule(0)}. {rule(1)}. {rule(2)}.

Fig. 7. The ASP encoding for synthesizing
graph transitive closure (Figure 1).

We phrase Datalog synthesis as an ASP program.

Our encoding of rule selection and minimization is

a specialization of the encoding that the ASP pro-

gram synthesis tool ASPAL [Corapi et al. 2011] uses

to instantiate skeleton ASP rules, modified to use

auxiliary relations to encode output examples.

First, we list the specification’s EDB facts as ASP

facts. Next, for every relation 𝑝 appearing in T +
exp ∪

T −
exp, we create fresh predicate symbols 𝑝+ and 𝑝−.
For every positive example 𝑝 (c) ∈ T +

exp , we state the

fact 𝑝+ (c). For every negative example 𝑝 (c) ∈ T −
exp,

we state the fact 𝑝− (c).
We then add hard constraints to restrict the out-

put of the synthesized program (Figure 6(a,b)). A

hard constraint is a headless rule; any answer set

that makes the body true is rejected. The constraint

(C
+
) requires that every positive example is derived,

while (C
−
) ensures that no negative example is de-

rived. Together, these hard constraints force the se-

lected rules to match the problem specification. Like

LoopSynth, we can directly encode rule selection

using ASP choice rules (Figure 6(c)): rule(𝑛) may or

may not be present in the answer set. In effect, the

ASP solver selects the rules itself. So, the computed

answer set answers our Datalog synthesis problem:

rule 𝑛 should be included in the synthesized Datalog program iff rule(𝑛) is in the answer set.

Example 6.1. We encode our earlier Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problem for synthesizing

graph transitive closure (Figure 1) into ASP (Figure 7). The answer set for this program—which

contains rule(1) and rule(2), but not rule(0)—answers the synthesis problem.

6.1.1 Handling Implicit Negative Examples. ProSynth’s benchmark suite for Datalog synthesis does

not provide negative examples; rather, T +
exp is assumed to be exhaustive (i.e., derive only and exactly

tuples in T +
exp). We can adjust our encoding to be exhaustive by replacing (C

−
) with constraint (C

−
∀):

:- 𝑝 (X), not 𝑝+ (X). We use this encoding in the evaluation in Section 7.
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6.1.2 Minimizing Rule Selection. There may be many selections of rules that generate T +
exp and not

T −
exp, and one might prefer a selection that minimizes the number or complexity of rules. For each

rule 𝑛, we can add a fact rule_cost(𝑛, 𝑘), where 𝑘 is a complexity measure of the rule. We then add

a weak constraint (C
min

):

:~ rule(X), rule_cost(X,C). [C, X]
The (C

min
) constraint sets the cost to include a given rule in the answer set, as specified in its

rule_cost fact (here, X is a grouping variable, entailing a cost of C for each assignment of X). To
minimize the total number of premises across selected rules (a measure of solution complexity

used by other logic program synthesis tools [Law et al. 2015]), we can set the 𝑘 in rule_cost(𝑛, 𝑘)
to be the number of premises in rule 𝑛. None of the approaches presented previously in this paper

attempt to minimize rule selection. In principle, it might be possible to do so by backing them with a

MaxSAT/MaxSMT solver and weighting the variables corresponding to rule selection appropriately.

6.1.3 Proof of Correctness. Let P, R, and 𝑃R,𝐼 be as defined in Section 4.4.1.

Theorem 6.2. If 𝑆 is an answer set of the ASPSynth encoding of the problem P and 𝑅 = {𝑛 |
rule(𝑛) ∈ 𝑆}, then R−1 (𝑅) solves P.

Proof. Let 𝐼𝑅 = {rule(𝑛) | 𝑛 ∈ 𝑅}. It must be that 𝑃R,𝐼 (𝐼𝑅) = {𝑝 (c) | 𝑝 (c) ∈ 𝑆 and 𝑝 is an IDB

predicate of 𝑃R,𝐼 }. Constraints (C+
) and (C

−
) guarantee that T +

exp ⊆ 𝑆 and T −
exp ∩ 𝑆 = ∅. And so,

T +
exp ⊆ 𝑃R,𝐼 (𝐼𝑅) and T −

exp ∩ 𝑃R,𝐼 (𝐼𝑅) = ∅. The rest follows from Lemma 4.2. □

grounder

ground ASP 
program

encoding 
logic

.exe

.exe

ASP 
program

answer 
set

ASPSynth .py

input/output example, 
candidate rules

rule selection

ASP 
solver

Fig. 8. ASPSynth encodes synthesis-as-rule-selection prob-
lems as ASP programs that flow to a grounder and then
an ASP solver (dual shading indicates the combination of
SAT search with logic programming semantics; Section 2.3
defines the visual language).

6.1.4 Comparison to Previous Approaches.
ASPSynth (Figure 8) makes only one “Dat-

alog” call (grounding) and one “SAT” call

(ASP solving), unlike previous systems.

It is less general than MonoSynth and

LoopSynth, which can solve arbitrary SMT

formulas containing Datalog predicates.

However, modern ASP solvers make it

easy (a) to avoid explicitly enumerating all

undesired tuples (necessary inMonoSynth

and LoopSynth) and (b) to encode so-

lution minimization. Compared to the

other tools, it encodes the entire synthesis

problem—both the candidate rules and the

specification—in a single form that can be

solved all at once, allowing an incremental

interaction between selecting candidate

rules and checking the consequences of

that selection against the specification.

6.2 Implementation
We implement the direct encoding approach in two systems, ASPSynth-Clingo and ASPSynth-WASP,

that respectively use the ASP solvers Clingo v5.4.0 [Gebser et al. 2011b] and WASP v2.0 [Alviano

et al. 2013]. Both use the grounder Gringo v5.4.0 [Gebser et al. 2011a, 2007]. Clingo runs Gringo

internally: technically, “Clingo” refers to the composite system consisting of Gringo and the solver

Clasp [Gebser et al. 2012]. For ASPSynth-WASP, we run Gringo separately and pipe the results

into WASP. Both Clingo and WASP are “native” ASP solvers: custom solvers that use SAT-like

techniques, but do not discharge to an external SAT solver.
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0 200 400 600

Run time (s); line indicates 600s timeout

tool

prosynth-z3

monosynth-z3

loopsynth-z3

prosynth-cvc4

monosynth-cvc4

loopsynth-cvc4

aspsynth-clingo

aspsynth-wasp

Fig. 9. Each approach has its moments, but the direct-to-ASP encodings have the best overall performance
on the benchmark suite with few long-running outliers (ASPSynth-Clingo has none). Each dot in the chart
represents a trial (400 trials/tool); dots are semi-transparent and height-jittered to give a sense of density.

Direct ASP encodings have the best overall performance on the benchmark suite. WASP has ∼3×
average speedups over ProSynth-Z3 (min/median/geomean/max: 0.03×/2.63×/3.62×/186.10×)
and ∼ 2× speedups over MonoSynth-Z3 (0.07× /1.64× /1.98× /247.98×). Clingo does even better:

∼9× average speedups over ProSynth-Z3 (1.16×/7.50×/9.47×/372.19×) and ∼5× speedups over

MonoSynth-Z3 (0.33×/3.88×/5.17×/513.80×). The next section gives evaluation details.

7 EVALUATION
We empirically evaluate the approaches we have developed on the ProSynth benchmark suite. Our

benchmark results report the mean of ten runs; we used an otherwise idle Ubuntu 20.04 AWS server

with 32 vCPUs (clocked at 3.1 GHz), 128 GiB RAM, and 600 GiB of SSD. We use Z3 v4.8.15 and

CVC4 v1.8. Each individual benchmark trial times out after ten minutes (600s). The benchmarks

and experiment scripts are available in the paper artifact.

We use ProSynth as a baseline. We have slightly modified the version of ProSynth from the

original paper artifact to record and print out additional statistics, and to randomize the names

used for SMT symbols. The choice of SMT symbol names can have a substantial (and arbitrary)

impact on solver performance, and we did not want ProSynth to be unfairly benefited or hurt by

what is ultimately an arbitrary solver artifact. (We similarly randomize the SMT symbol names in

our SMT-based tools.) Finally, we created an alternative version of ProSynth that uses CVC4 instead

of Z3; this involved minor syntactic changes to move from Z3’s Python bindings to CVC4’s. Our

version of ProSynth-Z3 performs on par with the original and significantly better than the CVC4

version (min/median/geometric mean (geomean)/max speedup: 0.68×/3.97×/5.27×/174.02×).
Each approach has cases it performs well on, but the direct ASP encodings—especially ASPSynth-

Clingo—have the best overall performance on the benchmark suite (Figure 9; Table 7). The ASP

encodings show overall fast performance. ASPSynth-Clingo is the best: it has no slow outliers and

yields results on every single benchmark in under a second; when ASPSynth-Clingo isn’t the fastest,

it is a mere 0.02s slower. In what follows, we describe the benchmark suite (Section 7.1), break

down results for each of our approaches (Section 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4), and evaluate ASPSynth-Clingo

in a wider context (Section 7.5).
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Table 2. ASPSynth-Clingo is the fastest tool on 26/40 benchmarks (the fastest time for each benchmark
is in bold); when it is bested, the winner is one or both of the MonoSynth variants. Neither ProSynth nor
LoopSynth is ever the fastest tool. If a tool timed out on all trials, we report its time as “TO”; if it timed out
on some but not all trials, we precede its time with a “∗” and count its timed-out trials as taking 600 seconds.

𝑥Synth-Z3 (s) 𝑥Synth-CVC4 (s) ASPSynth-𝑥 (s)

Benchmark Pro Mono Loop Pro Mono Loop Clingo WASP

1-call-site 11.94 5.16 86.65 47.36 6.10
∗
560.18 0.07 4.25

1-object 0.81 0.61 1.16 4.76 0.34 0.41 0.04 0.07

1-object-1-type 0.05 0.01 0.39 0.13 0.05 0.15 0.03 0.04

1-type 0.98 0.64 3.21 4.28 0.46 1.18 0.05 0.12

2-call-site 5.23 18.72 23.68 35.61 17.22 10.59 0.19 0.77

abduce 0.06 0.03 0.39 2.02 0.04 0.16 0.03 0.04

andersen 0.36 0.71 2.21 5.28 1.61 0.70 0.05 0.10

animals 0.09 0.11 0.46 5.72 0.07 0.18 0.04 0.06

buildwall 22.21 13.34 14.04 64.31 27.08 7.04 0.14 1.48

cliquer 0.96 0.76 1.70 8.19 2.10 0.33 0.04 0.11

downcast 18.58 443.41 90.30 366.32 389.84 42.72 0.86 4.35

escape 0.10 0.03 0.39 1.76 0.03 0.15 0.03 0.04

inflammation 0.54 0.13 0.69 2.29 0.11 0.23 0.04 0.06

modref 0.17 0.20 0.75 3.34 0.22 0.26 0.04 0.05

nearlyscc 19.73 10.87 3.82 37.30 6.02 0.94 0.07 0.84

path 0.04 0.01 0.37 0.09 0.01 0.14 0.03 0.04

polysite 5.09 178.35 48.74 172.95 159.87 20.54 0.50 3.53

rsg 0.47 0.57 1.28 4.38 1.22 0.48 0.04 0.07

rvcheck 14.89 1.29 0.58 19.63 0.19 0.23 0.04 0.08

scc 13.91 8.99 102.51 15.89 7.75
∗
472.79 0.15 47.36

sgen 1.17 12.42 10.61 21.75 10.18 4.00 0.13 0.48

ship 0.10 0.10 0.53 2.00 0.07 0.21 0.04 0.05

small 0.04 0.05 0.42 1.85 0.05 0.16 0.03 0.05

sql-01 0.07 0.01 0.37 0.18 0.01 0.15 0.03 0.04

sql-02 0.06 0.01 0.35 0.19 0.01 0.15 0.03 0.03

sql-03 0.35 0.03 0.44 0.38 0.02 0.17 0.04 0.04

sql-04 0.04 0.01 0.34 0.07 0.01 0.14 0.03 0.03

sql-05 0.06 0.01 0.35 0.08 0.01 0.14 0.03 0.03

sql-06 0.06 0.01 0.36 0.11 0.05 0.15 0.03 0.03

sql-07 0.16 0.02 0.41 0.31 0.01 0.16 0.03 0.04

sql-08 2.71 0.22 1.22 6.98 0.37 0.37 0.05 0.09

sql-09 0.31 0.02 0.44 0.97 0.02 0.17 0.04 0.04

sql-10 89.85 220.21 28.56 357.57 199.80 14.47 0.46 0.89

sql-11 4.19 0.19
∗
60.82 3.73 0.23 0.26 0.04 0.05

sql-12 0.13 0.03 TO 0.52 0.04 TO 0.04 0.10

sql-13 0.13 0.01 0.39 0.09 0.01 0.15 0.03 0.03

sql-14 0.07 0.02 0.38 0.20 0.05 0.15 0.03 0.03

sql-15 18.97 39.68 TO 29.39 39.58 TO 0.77 TO

traffic 0.07 0.01 0.36 0.71 0.01 0.15 0.03 0.04

union-find 0.06 0.94 0.75 10.08 0.96 0.33 0.05 0.09

7.1 Benchmark Suite
We use ProSynth’s benchmark suite, which is descended from the one developed for ALPS [Si et al.

2018] and subsequently used by DiffLog [Si et al. 2019]. It contains files with the expected output

tuples for different output relations, and a Soufflé program with the candidate rules generated by

ALPS (each one extended with a rule(𝑛) premise). The Soufflé program is compiled into either
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an executable (for ProSynth) or a shared library (for MonoSynth). For each output relation in the

specification, we generate the set of tuples in the complement relation (MonoSynth and LoopSynth

require an explicit enumeration of undesirable tuples).

The suite consists of 40 benchmarks, including 14 tasks from knowledge discovery, 11 from

program analysis, and 15 from relational algebra. The size of the rule sets vary from 5 to 688; for a

complete description, see Tables 1 and 2 in the ProSynth paper [Raghothaman et al. 2020].

7.2 MonoSynth
MonoSynth-Z3 achieves ∼2× average speedups over ProSynth-Z3 (min/median/geomean/max:

0.03×/2.07×/1.83×/21.94×), and MonoSynth-CVC4 achieves nearly order-of-magnitude average

speedups over ProSynth-CVC4 (0.74×/9.08×/9.06×/103.30×). While the CVC4 results indicate a clear

improvement, the Z3 results are more ambiguous, as MonoSynth-Z3’s performance varies highly

across the benchmarks, and most of the speedups over ProSynth-Z3 (20/27) are on benchmarks

where ProSynth-Z3 is already fast (i.e., completes in less than a second). We suspect that our

heuristics for choosing conflicts might interact badly with Z3’s search strategy: ProSynth-Z3

typically makes tens of Datalog calls, and MonoSynth-Z3 makes hundreds. Making so many calls

seems to be particularly harmful on the benchmarks where ProSynth-Z3 is much faster (downcast,

polysite, and sql-10), as Datalog calls take longer on average on those benchmarks. ProSynth-CVC4

and MonoSynth-CVC4 make about the same number of Datalog calls as MonoSynth-Z3.

All four tools spend most of their time in Datalog solving, and hardly any in SAT solving. This is

not surprising, as both ProSynth and MonoSynth in general need to call the Datalog solver more

than once per conflict (multiple Datalog calls are required to compute why-not provenance), and the

blocking constraints passed to the SAT solver are not particularly complex. Despite the difference

in performance relative to their respective baselines (i.e., ProSynth-Z3 and ProSynth-CVC4), both

versions of MonoSynth perform the same on average compared to each other.

As noted in Section 4.3, MonoSynth does not need to check for conflicts on every partial assign-

ment. For the experiments, we buffer five assignments to boolean parameters before checking for

conflicts. The smaller the buffer, the more quickly we report conflicts, but the more Datalog calls

we make (which are costly, despite happening in the same OS process). In our experiments, five

seemed to strike a reasonable balance. However, it is far from optimal on all benchmarks, and we

anticipate that more sophisticated buffering heuristics, such as choosing the buffer size dynamically

based on problem characteristics, could lead to substantial performance improvements.

7.3 LoopSynth
The LoopSynth approaches achieve mixed results that depend on the solver. The results are more

positive in the case of CVC4, where LoopSynth achieves solid speedups over ProSynth on average

(min/median/geomean/max: 0.00×/6.61×/3.14×/83.87×), while lagging behind MonoSynth (0.00×
/0.34× /0.35× /13.81×). Overall, LoopSynth-CVC4 has the fastest time on average out of all the

CVC4-backed tools on 11/40 benchmarks. LoopSynth struggles in the case of Z3, in comparison to

both ProSynth (0.00×/0.19×/0.24×/25.67×) and MonoSynth (0.00×/0.10×/0.13×/7.71×). Even in this

case, LoopSynth-Z3 has the fastest time on average out of the Z3-backed tools on 3/40 benchmarks,

and still achieves (occasional) speedups of 26× and 8× over ProSynth-Z3 and MonoSynth-Z3,

respectively. The biggest knock against the LoopSynth approach is perhaps its unreliability: the Z3

version times out on 21 trials (across three benchmarks), and the CVC4 version times out on 35

trials (across four benchmarks). On these cases, the algorithm fails to generate loop formulas that

force the solver to converge to a stable model in a reasonable time frame.

Compared to ProSynth and MonoSynth, the LoopSynth approach shifts the distribution from

time spent in Datalog to time spent in SMT solving. Omitting timed-out results and those taking
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Table 3. The ASPSynth approaches encounter fewer conflicts on average than the other approaches; further-
more, conflicts are cheaper, as finding justifications does not require explicit Datalog solving. The definition of
a “conflict” varies by tool; this is more of a back-of-envelope calculation than an apples-to-apples comparison.
The table excludes timed-out trials.

# conflicts

Tool Min Median Arithmean Max Definition

ProSynth-Z3 0 8 68 605 # SAT conflicts + # CEGIS iterations - 1

ProSynth-CVC4 0 10 94 807 ” ”

MonoSynth-Z3 1 12 83 747 # SAT conflicts + # theory conflicts

MonoSynth-CVC4 1 10 94 707 ” ”

LoopSynth-Z3 0 1 122 2420 # SAT conflicts + # loop formulas

LoopSynth-CVC4 0 0 2447 69469 ” ”

ASPSynth-Clingo 0 0 52 1418 # conflict lemmas + # loop lemmas

ASPSynth-WASP 0 0 47 1573 # learned clauses + # post-propagators

less than a second, LoopSynth-Z3 spends about an equal percentage of time in Datalog (min /

median/arithmetic mean (arithmean)/max: 0.10%/2.47%/3.97%/15.32%) and SMT solving (1.18%/

1.83%/2.33%/6.18%); LoopSynth-CVC4 spends a larger percentage of time in SMT solving (7.76%/

13.21%/16.15%/31.81%) than in Datalog solving (0.27%/2.90%/9.80%/28.96%). Much of the rest of

the time is spent in encoding the Clark completion and constructing loop formulas.

Fifteen of the 40 benchmarks are tight, and consequently require no loop formulas. On the

remaining benchmarks (that do not time out), LoopSynth-Z3 and LoopSynth-CVC4 generate only a

handful of loop formulas in the median, but can generate hundreds or thousands in bad cases (min/

median/arithmean/max: 0.00/2.00/28.99/442.30 and 0.00/1.00/374.51/7241.00, respectively). Each

loop formula results in one Datalog call; the relatively low number of Datalog calls softens the

disadvantage that LoopSynth uses Gringo to interpret the Datalog programs, instead of invoking a

more efficient compiled version of the program generated by Soufflé (like ProSynth andMonoSynth).

7.4 ASPSynth
The direct ASP encodings are the most effective solution on the benchmark suite. ASPSynth-Clingo

completes every trial in less than one second, is the fastest tool on average on 26/40 benchmarks,

and achieves on average ∼9× speedups over ProSynth-Z3 (min/median/geomean/max: 1.16×/
7.50×/9.47×/372.19×). ASPSynth-WASP also has solid performance, with speedups of ∼3× over

ProSynth-Z3 (0.03×/2.63×/3.62×/186.10×). However, it consistently times out on the benchmark

sql-15. Intriguingly, both LoopSynth tools do the same: there may be something in the benchmark’s

cyclic structure that is difficult for some ASP-based approaches to tame.

What makes the direct-to-ASP tools more effective than the other approaches? One factor—that

should not be discounted—is that Clingo and WASP are sophisticated, highly engineered tools that

have been improved over years, whereas the other approaches are ad hoc and not highly optimized.

Clingo and WASP avoid some overheads faced by the other implementations, such as multiple OS

processes, or even in-memory translation between the representations of different systems (e.g., Z3

and Soufflé). Similarly, ASPSynth does not need to perform Horn clause evaluation multiple times:

it grounds the program just once, whereas the other tools run an explicit Datalog evaluation to

check whether each proposed solution satisfies the least model semantics.

Furthermore, the tight integration of Horn clause solving and SAT search within an ASP solver

means that it can more effectively search the solution space. To get a sense for this, we can look

at the number of formulas that each approach adds to the SAT solver to guide it to a solution; in
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general, the higher the number, the more unproductive space the SAT solver has explored. For

concision, we refer to these formulas as “conflicts”; the precise definition varies by tool, and a

comparison between them should not be taken as apples-to-apples (e.g., a single loop formula

generated by LoopSynth might translate to multiple clauses in the SAT solver; we undercount

the number of conflicts encountered by ProSynth, since a single CEGIS iteration might encounter

multiple conflicts). Nonetheless, they provide some picture into the performance of the different

algorithms (Table 3). The ProSynth and MonoSynth approaches encounter about the same number

of conflicts. The LoopSynth approaches encounter one or fewer conflicts in the median, but can

also encounter many in bad cases. The direct ASP encodings have, on average, the fewest conflicts,

with a median of zero conflicts. Furthermore, not only do they encounter fewer conflicts, but

it is also more efficient for them to construct conflict justifications, since—unlike ProSynth or

MonoSynth—they do not need to invoke a Datalog solver to generate provenance. Thus, the direct

ASP encodings have a winning combination of fewer conflicts that are cheaper to compute.

7.5 Bigger Picture: How Effective is ASPSynth-Clingo?
One contribution of our work is an exploration of the design space around solver-backed algorithms

for solving Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problems. That being said, now that we have a

dominant solution—ASPSynth-Clingo—we might wonder how it stacks up against other possible

techniques out there. This section further evaluates how effective a tool ASPSynth-Clingo is for

solving Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problems. Overall, we find that it is a very effective

tool on the ProSynth benchmark suite and scales well compared to other approaches based on

candidate rule sets. We also suggest some ways to overcome current limitations.

7.5.1 Contestants. Solution quality matters in program synthesis. We evaluate two versions of

ASPSynth-Clingo: the original (doing no solution minimization) and ASPSynth-Clingo-MinPremise,

which minimizes the total number of premises in the solution (following Section 6.1.2). We also

compare to GenSynth [Mendelson et al. 2021], an ILASP2 [Law et al. 2015] encoding, and ProSynth.

GenSynth [Mendelson et al. 2021] is a Datalog synthesis tool that uses a genetic programming

algorithm to produce candidate rules instead of selecting them from a pre-existing set. Compared to

the other approaches, which select from a candidate rule set, this can be both a disadvantage (when

the candidate rule set is small) or an advantage (when the candidate rule set is large or hard to filter).

The GenSynth paper reports speedups over a version of ProSynth that uses Soufflé in an interpreted

mode (normally ProSynth interacts with executables generated by Soufflé); the GenSynth evaluation

did not include a comparison against ProSynth using compiled Soufflé programs. GenSynth itself

uses Soufflé in an interpreted mode, and attempts to minimize solutions.

Using a meta-level approach, ILASP2 [Law et al. 2015] encodes ASP program synthesis as ASP

programs that it discharges to Clingo. Because Datalog is a fragment of ASP, we can naturally

encode Datalog synthesis in ILASP2, similarly to the direct ASP encoding of Section 6 (ILASP

allows candidate rules to be explicitly enumerated, so we omit the rule(𝑛) atoms and choice rules).

When configuring ILASP2, we set the upper bound for the number of literals in the synthesized

program to 30, which is twice the default value (the minimum value that works is 28). Compared to

ASPSynth, ILASP2 generates more complex ASP programs (involving meta-level machinery), and

makes two calls to Clingo (instead of one). ILASP2 minimizes the number of premises in solutions.

As a baseline, we use a lightly modified version of the ProSynth implementation of Raghothaman

et al. [2020] (we turn off logging and record additional statistics). The original ProSynth paper does

not report the time it takes Soufflé to compile the candidate rule sets (compilation happens only

once per rule set; the resulting executable is invoked multiple times). To focus on the solver-based

aspects of the approaches, we also omitted this time from the ProSynth and MonoSynth numbers
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in the previous section. However, here we report ProSynth as execution time with and without

compilation time, on the basis that—if one were to actually want to use ProSynth to synthesize a

program from scratch—it would be necessary to compile the candidate rules.
5

7.5.2 Benchmarks. We use two sets of benchmarks. The first consists of the 40 ProSynth bench-

marks discussed in Section 7.1. The second is a set of scaling benchmarks that vary the number of

candidate rules and the size of the specification. Each of these benchmarks tries to synthesize a pro-

gram for computing strongly connected components. For candidate rules, we consider 100 rules, 500

rules, and 1000 rules (taken from the scaling experiment in the ProSynth paper [Raghothaman et al.

2020]). For specification size, we consider EDBs consisting of 10 tuples (scc-1x), 100 tuples (scc-10x),

and 1000 tuples (scc-100x) (taken from the scaling experiment in the GenSynth paper [Mendelson

et al. 2021]). We consider each combination of rule set size and specification size.

7.5.3 Results. ASPSynth-Clingo is, on average, substantially faster on the ProSynth benchmark

suite than other approaches (Figure 10(a)). It is significantly faster than ProSynth without counting

Soufflé compilation time (min/median/geometric mean/max speedup: 0.65×/7.58×/9.33×/828.86×)
and orders of magnitude faster than GenSynth (6.88× / 140.58× / 200.16× / 20000×). The ILASP2
encoding is also significantly faster than ProSynth (0.21×/2.82×/3.48×/236.14×) and GenSynth

(4.29×/45.01×/74.57×/6593.40×), a further indication of the suitability of ASP for these Datalog

synthesis tasks. ASPSynth-Clingo is faster than ILASP2 (1.31× / 2.89× / 2.68× / 5.07×). Premise

minimization does not cost ASPSynth-Clingo much (speedup over -MinPremise: median 1.00×,
geometric mean 1.06×). GenSynth produces the minimal output, counting either rules or premises.

GenSynth’s solutions have moderately fewer premises than ASPSynth-Clingo-MinPremise and

ILASP2 (median 1.00×, geomean 0.86×), and substantially fewer premises than ASPSynth-Clingo

(median 0.67×, geomean 0.54×) and ProSynth (median 0.67×, geomean 0.56×).
GenSynth scales best as we vary the number of candidate rules and the number of example

input/output tuples (Figure 10(b)). It is relatively consistent across the configurations (but for a

timeout in scc-1x); it beats ProSynth in all but the smallest configuration. The ASP-based approaches

scale well if only one dimension is scaled up, but fall behind GenSynth when both dimensions are

scaled simultaneously. The largest configurations highlight the differences in performance between

ASPSynth-Clingo, ASPSynth-Clingo-minpremise, and ILASP2. While GenSynth scales well, it is

the slowest on the benchmark suite (Figure 10(a)).

8 DISCUSSION
Wediscuss ASPSynth limitations (Section 8.1), the difficulties of comparing solver-backed algorithms

(Section 8.2), critiques of the rule selection problem (Section 8.3), and a wider view of it (Section 8.4).

8.1 Limitations of ASPSynth
While ASPSynth outperforms other solutions, it still suffers from several limitations.

Grounding is typically a major bottleneck for ASP-based logic programming synthesis tools

[Athakravi et al. 2013; Cropper and Morel 2021]. ASPSynth’s performance degrades with the size of

the specification, due to a combinatorial explosion in the number of ground rules; it would benefit

from advances in ASP solvers that combine lazy grounding and SAT techniques [Weinzierl 2017].

5
We could, alternatively, evaluate ProSynth using Soufflé in interpreted mode, as was done in the GenSynth paper evalua-

tion [Mendelson et al. 2021]. Both our informal experience and the numbers reported by GenSynth suggest that this mode is

very slow (potentially slower than compiling the programs with Soufflé and then running the normal version of ProSynth).
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Our approaches do not handle noisy specifications (where T +
exp or T −

exp contains spurious tuples).

ASPSynth could easily support them: replace hard constraints (C
+
) and (C

−
) with soft constraints

penalizing missed positive and negative examples (following RASPAL [Athakravi et al. 2013]).
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Fig. 10. ASP performs well compared to other ap-
proaches. (a) Across 40 benchmarks, ASP-based en-
codings (ASPSynth-Clingo and ILASP) are, on average,
substantially faster than ProSynth (median 7.58× and
2.82×) and orders of magnitude faster than GenSynth
(median 141× and 45×). (b) ASP-based approaches scale
better than ProSynth, and outperform GenSynth when
varying either the number of candidate rules or the size
of the specification. However, they fall behind Gen-
Synth when both dimensions are scaled up.

ASPSynth could be extended to synthesize

programs with stratified negation [Apt et al.

1988; Przymusinski 1988; Van Gelder 1989], a

common Datalog approach to negation that

disallows predicates defined (directly or tran-

sitively) by their own negation. Synthesizing

programs with negation is itself not a problem

(since our encoding can synthesize general ASP

programs). To ensure we synthesize only strat-

ified programs, we could add ASP rules that

define when there is a negative dependency be-

tween predicates and add hard constraints to

prevent each predicate from negatively depend-

ing on itself.

8.2 Evaluating
Solver-Backed Algorithms
We have presented a progression of solver-

backed algorithms for solving the Datalog

synthesis-as-rule-selection problem. For each

approach, we implemented two versions, each

using a different backend solver, and then evalu-

ated these implementations on a shared bench-

mark suite. The intention behind using multi-

ple backend solvers was to reduce the noise of

idiosyncratic solver behavior, and thus make

more general claims about the effectiveness of

each algorithm.

In essence, we would like to be able to make

a statement about the effectiveness of solver-

backed algorithms, and not about particular

solver-backed tools. However, it is in general

very hard to evaluate a solver-backed algorithm

and not a particular implementation of it. Dif-

ferent solver-backed approaches are hard to

distinguish from a complexity perspective—the

problems they solve are often intractable. An

asymptotic analysis is not usually informative—

and even when it is, practical performance does

not always align with theoretical performance.

Furthermore, solvers are complex, blackbox

tools with sometimes unpredictable and hard-

to-explain behavior; thus, an empirical measure

of an implementation can also fail to shed light on the characteristics of the algorithm itself. For
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example, ProSynth-Z3 performs much better than ProSynth-CVC4. Which version gives a “better”

picture of the performance of ProSynth—the algorithm, not the tool—relative to, say, MonoSynth the

algorithm (note that MonoSynth-Z3 and MonoSynth-CVC4 perform very similarly)? Is it possible

to evaluate a solver-backed algorithm in the abstract, without reference to the idiosyncrasies of

whatever concrete solver is chosen as the backend?

8.3 Critiques of the Synthesis Problem
There are two clear applications for synthesizing Datalog rules that match a specification; however,

neither is a good match for the current framing of the Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problem.

Synthesizing Datalog Programs. The goal is to synthesize Datalog code as an alternative (or a

supplement) to handwriting Datalog programs. With its focus on programs that might normally

be written by hand (e.g., static analyses, SQL queries), the ProSynth benchmark suite reflects this

traditional PL view. Given a proposed Datalog synthesis tool, the key question is, “Can this tool be

used to synthesize programs of interest?” The current benchmark suite is not entirely satisfactory

by this measure, as many benchmarks are trivial to write by hand (like scc). More fundamentally,

the current framing of the problem is problematic. By framing Datalog synthesis as a filtering
problem [Markovitch and Scott 1993], it avoids a key question that is especially knotty in this

context: where do candidate rules come from? Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection relies on the

assumption that candidate rules can be explicitly enumerated, an unreasonable assumption in

certain scenarios. Furthermore, from a practical perspective, the set of candidate rules has to be

relatively small (though ASP-based approaches scale to larger sets than ProSynth; Figure 10(b)).

These candidate rules are a form of bias, which is critical for learning meaningful programs [Cropper

et al. 2021]; yet it is nontrivial to generate candidate rules for realistic Datalog programs in a way

that avoids substantial programmer input. For example, the benchmark suite uses rules produced

by ALPS’ meta-rule-based approach [Si et al. 2018]; many of the program analysis benchmarks

need specialized meta-rules, which presumably requires domain expertise and tuning. What’s

more, given a candidate rule set for a complex program, it might be very difficult to choose an

input-output example that is strong enough to lead to an actual solution: even on a program as

simple as scc, the specification in the benchmark suite is not sufficient to guarantee a correct rule

selection (i.e., one that generalizes to all graphs).

Logic-Based Machine Learning. From an artificial intelligence perspective, one might synthesize

Datalog rules as a way to explain how input data leads to output data, i.e., logic-based machine

learning [Cropper et al. 2021]. It is conceivable that one could generate candidate rules in this

setting, if possible explanations tend to follow patterns. Nonetheless, the current framing of Datalog

synthesis-as-rule-selection still feels limiting in this situation. First, given the nature of machine

learning, it would seem necessary to handle noise, when tuples are incorrectly marked as expected

or unexpected. Second, it is too restrictive to frame the problem in terms of a single input-output

example, instead of multiple ones. Practically, the benchmark suite would have to be extended

with benchmarks that more accurately represent this setting (e.g., large numbers of expected and

unexpected tuples).

In both settings, it is important to somehow measure or characterize how good solutions are.

After all, a Datalog synthesis tool could always use the output tuples as the synthesized rules

themselves—a perfect, unbeatably fast solution every time! Such an approach is risible, of course: it

pathologically overfits to the example. Ideally, the framing of the synthesis problemwould encourage

generalizable solutions. Biasing towards small solutions is important for human understanding: a

user of a synthesis tool will inspect the selected candidate rules and rename the variables to have
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semantically meaningful names. Small solutions may also generalize better/overfit less, a particular

concern considering that the conventional framing of Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection uses only

a single example. If we relax the synthesis problem to allow for multiple, noisy examples, then it

should be possible to separate our examples into training and test data. Given enough examples,

we could use cross-validation to measure how well a given solution generalizes.

Furthermore, without a clear idea of the target application, it is hard to evaluate which as-

sumptions and experimental setups make sense. For example, the ProSynth paper [Raghothaman

et al. 2020] uses Soufflé in compiled mode but excludes compilation time from the benchmarks. In

contrast, the GenSynth paper [Mendelson et al. 2021] compares against ProSynth using Soufflé in

interpreted mode, which it bests.
6
It is important that tools be compared in an apples-to-apples

way, i.e., best configuration vs best configuration, counting time appropriately. Admittedly, what

is “appropriate” depends on the context. In a setting where the candidate rules do not change

but the data does (e.g., ML), it might be reasonable to omit the one-time cost of compilation. In a

setting where the candidate rules are specific to each problem (like synthesizing a particular static

analysis), then it seems important to include compilation time (and candidate rule generation time).

Relatedly, without an idea of the context and clients, it is difficult to evaluate whether the speed of

a Datalog synthesis tool is reasonable. If the tool is meant to speed up program development, then

it is appealing only if the time to 1) come up with an example and candidate rules, 2) synthesize

the program, and 3) inspect and approve it is substantially less than the time to program it and test

it. Our timeout of 600 seconds—ten minutes—is quite generous for an interactive setting; however,

it might be short for an ML setting. Future work should justify its timeout based on who will use

the synthesis tool and how.

8.4 Beyond Datalog Synthesis
We have critiqued the Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problem; this section offers a more

optimistic view. ProSynth is a tool for solving an apparently limited synthesis problem; however,

at an implementation level, it does this by selecting rule(𝑛) facts in the EDB. This suggests that

ProSynth could easily be extended to be a much more general tool: given a Datalog program 𝑃 ,

a specification, and a universe of potential EDB facts, choose a subset of those facts 𝐼 such that

𝑃 (𝐼 ) meets the specification. If the specification defines, say, the negation of a safety property, this

amounts to a form of bounded model checking for Datalog: given a bounded universe of potential

facts, is there any combination of facts that can lead to a violation of the safety property? For

example, one could compose a program consisting of two access control policies and ask, “Given

this universe of facts, can any combination of facts lead to one policy granting a resource while the

other denies it?” This new framing would weaken some of our critiques of the previous problem

(e.g., longer runtimes is less of an issue for model checking) and shift others (e.g., instead of having

to come up with candidate rules, you now need to come up with a universe of candidate facts).

All the approaches we propose in this paper could be used to solve this wider problem. The

benchmark problems we use in Section 7 are all synthesis problems; we would need to devise new

benchmarks to see whether our approaches work well for this task. Generally speaking, ASP seems

to be a promising tool for reasoning about Datalog programs, as it combines SAT search with

Datalog evaluation. The grounding stage of ASP solving might be prohibitive for full scale Datalog

programs (like a Java points-to analysis [Bravenboer and Smaragdakis 2009]); on the other hand,

given the similarities between grounding and Datalog evaluation, it is conceivable that techniques

6
Excluding compilation time, ProSynth performs better than GenSynth on the benchmark suite. GenSynth cannot reasonably

use Soufflé in compiled mode, as it generates many Soufflé programs and Soufflé compilation times are relatively high.
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that have helped Datalog scale (such as parallelism and compilation) could also help grounders

scale to larger ASP problems.

9 RELATEDWORK
Datalog Synthesis. Zaatar encodes Datalog synthesis problems into SMT constraints, including

constraints that restrict the form that rules can take [Albarghouthi et al. 2017]. ALPS generates

candidate rules from meta-rules; it selects from the candidate rule set using a bidirectional search

strategy [Si et al. 2018]. DiffLog attaches real values to candidate rules and then uses a technique

inspired by numerical relaxation to choose among them [Si et al. 2019]. ProSynth outperforms

both ALPS and DiffLog. GenSynth uses an evolutionary algorithm to generate rules; it can also

handle noisy specifications [Mendelson et al. 2021]. The Apperception Engine synthesizes causal

theories for infinite sequences of sensory inputs by encoding an interpreter for a causal variant of

Datalog in ASP [Evans et al. 2021]. Although their setting does not quite match ours, they show

that their approach produces much smaller ground ASP programs than ILASP; hence, it might be a

promising direction forward for avoiding the grounding bottleneck. Datalog synthesis is related

to relational query synthesis, a recent example of which is EGS [Thakkar et al. 2021]; however,

relational query synthesis usually does not involve synthesizing recursion. See the ProSynth paper

for a survey [Raghothaman et al. 2020].

Inductive Logic Programming (ILP). ILP is the field of synthesizing logic programs, given some

background information (in the form of a logic program) and examples [Cropper et al. 2021;

Muggleton 1991]. Many ILP systems target Prolog. While Datalog is a syntactic subset of Prolog,

the two have different evaluation strategies and are typically used for different tasks. It is unlikely

that tools optimized for Prolog synthesis would be optimal for Datalog synthesis. We evaluate

ILASP [Law et al. 2020a] in Section 7.5 because it targets ASP, a better match for Datalog.

ASPSynth is closest to ILP systems that use ASP [Kaminski et al. 2018; Law et al. 2020a; Schüller

and Benz 2018]. ASPAL iteratively builds a hypothesis space of skeleton ASP rules [Corapi et al.

2011]; at each iteration, it discharges rule instantiation to an ASP solver using a similar encoding to

our direct one (Section 6). RASPAL improves upon ASPAL by refining the hypothesis space within

iterations, leading to smaller ground programs [Athakravi et al. 2013]. Popper also avoids posing

large ASP queries by iteratively exploring the hypothesis space [Cropper and Morel 2021]; however,

it does not allow candidate rules to be explicitly enumerated (similar to GenSynth [Mendelson et al.

2021]), and preliminary experiments using v1.0.2 were not competitive on the ProSynth benchmark

suite. FastLAS generates an optimized set of candidate ASP rules and then chooses among them

using a single solver call [Law et al. 2020b, 2021], but does not support recursive rules.

ILP systems, including ASP-based ones, typically provide a much richer feature set than our

ASPSynth encoding. For example, ILASP [Law et al. 2020a] provides multiple ways to specify

language bias, which determines what is known in ILP as the hypothesis space—the space of candi-

date programs considered during synthesis. ASPSynth expects candidate rules to be enumerated

explicitly; ILASP supports this (the encoding we use in Section 7.5), while providing three additional

ways to specify the hypothesis space: mode declarations (specifying the shape of predicates and

how they can be used in rules), meta-rules (like ALPS [Si et al. 2018]), and even ASP programs (a

meta-level approach). By supporting multiple, potentially noisy examples, ILASP contemplates the

more complex synthesis settings that we argue Datalog synthesis should consider (Section 8.3).

ASPSynth’s approach to rule selection is also similar to techniques used to translate between

different flavors of probabilistic logic programming [Balai and Gelfond 2016; Lee et al. 2017].
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Combining Solvers and Horn Clause Evaluation. Some prior work augments logic programming

with the ability to interact with an external solver, such as the framework of constraint logic program-

ming [Jaffar and Lassez 1987; Jaffar and Maher 1994], and ad hoc systems like Calypso [Aiken et al.

2007; Hackett 2010] and Formulog [Bembenek et al. 2020]. Other approaches embed Horn clause

solving within systems that perform symbolic reasoning. Constrained Horn clause solvers [Bjørner

et al. 2015; Grebenshchikov et al. 2012; Gurfinkel et al. 2015; Hoder and Bjørner 2012] find symbolic

solutions to systems of Horn clauses (e.g., given a predicate 𝑝 that appears in a system of clauses,

they might determine that 𝑝 (𝑥,𝑦) holds iff 𝑥 < 2𝑦). The fixed point Horn clause solver `Z [Hoder

et al. 2011] is embedded inside the SMT solver Z3; it supports Datalog evaluation with some sym-

bolic reasoning. However, unlike the theory of Datalog discussed in Section 4, Horn clause solving

seems to be separate from satisfiability checking: in an environment where the rules {p :- q., q.}
have been asserted, it returns that the formula ¬p is satisfiable.

The ASP solver Cmodels2 [Giunchiglia et al. 2004] refines ASSAT by a closer integration with

the SAT solver and produces clauses that are simpler than loop formulas (but weaker). Our im-

plementation follows the closer integration with the SAT solver, but produces ASSAT-style loop

formulas, which we found to be more effective. Gebser et al. [2014] solve ASP problems using a SAT

solver extended with a theory of acyclic graphs. Since it could be used to solve general SAT prob-

lems involving Datalog predicates, it is an alternative to our monotonic theory and ASSAT-based

approaches; it is closer to the latter (it encodes the ground program as a SAT formula and then

checks whether partial models meet acyclicity requirements). Constraint answer set programming

(CASP) [Gebser et al. 2009; Mellarkod et al. 2008] extends answer set programming with predi-

cates representing constraints from different theories. Our monotonic theory and ASSAT-based

approaches support solving SMT formulas containing Datalog predicates; conversely, CASP makes

it possible to solve Horn clauses containing theory predicates.

10 OUTLOOK
In exploring approaches to the Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problem, we have found that

the simplest approach—a straightforward encoding into ASP, easily solved by existing tools—is also

the most performant approach, leading to ∼9× geomean speedups over the prior state of the art.

Along the way to this solution, we proposed two techniques that can be used to solve arbitrary SMT

formulas containing Datalog predicates, and showed that it is possible to construct (theoretically)

efficient monotonic SMT theories from Datalog programs. We identified shortcomings with the

existing framing of the Datalog synthesis-as-rule-selection problem and proposed that the problem

could be generalized to a form of bounded model checking of Datalog programs.

Given its usefulness in solving a problem of interest to the programming language community,

we suggest that ASP is a promising technique that is underutilized in PL circles. ASP is very effective

at solving logical search tasks involving fixed points, which indicates that it could be a powerful

tool for reasoning about Datalog programs (although it is unclear if ASP scales to reasoning about

larger Datalog programs, like a realistic Java points-to analysis). Furthermore, while ASP solving

might not prove to be as general a tool as SMT solving, we anticipate that the PL community could

profitably use ASP to solve problems outside the context of Datalog.

We plan to explore three main directions in future work. First, we would like to investigate more

realistic Datalog synthesis problems where it might be feasible to generate a candidate rule set by

mutating the rules of an existing Datalog program. Second, we would like to identify additional use

cases for Datalog-based monotonic theories, and improve our theory implementations to scale to

larger problems. Third, we plan to explore the application of ASP solving to PL problems beyond

Datalog synthesis, such as synthesizing programs in other query languages.
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